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ABSTRACT

Panama

a very large fleet coneisting of 3873 vessels of

5963729A million DWT. Accordingly trere is a large requirement of
marine personnel for the fleet.
trained at the Nautical School of

The Nautical School of

Host of the marine personnel are
Panama.

Panama is a government training institution

whicn trains Nautical and Engineer Officez's and Ratings for a mari
ne profession.

In this paoer, the training system of Nautical Officers at the Na.u
tica\l School of

Panama and she total Maritime Education. Training

and Certification of Nautical Officers of

Panama has been descri

bed .

Recently the Maritime Education and “raining System of

Panama has

been revises to imeet the requirem.ents of the STCW convention
Technical and financial assistance was obtained from IMO and UNDP
for this purpose.

The Maritime education and Training System in several developed
maritime training countries have also been included in this paper.

A sincere effort now needs to be ,made in the training of seafarers
of Panama to bring up the overall standards of education and training as prescribed in the STCW convention 78 ,
the overall objetive of
Oceans ".

IMO,

in order to fullfil

namaly " Safer Shipping and Clearer

In this regard som.e suggestions are also offered in th

final analysis of this paper.
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liQ-lNIBQ^UCIIQy

ljLl_SettiD9_yE_of _Ihe_Nauti cai_Sch DO ],_Df_ Panama

In 1958, the Panamanian Marine Syndicate proposed to the Legislati
ve Camera, a Government body responsible for making legislation,
regarding the creation of a school

for Deck and Engine Crew.

Accordingly.the institution was set up in 1959.

The school was re-named as "The Nautical School of
1960.

Panama ",

in

The school had a humble beginnig in a state building. Unfor

tunately,

after a few months of

functioning of the nautical school,

the state building was destroyea by 'rough weather.

Hence,

the nau

tical school was shifted and accommodated in five classrooms and a
gymnasium in the," School of Arts

( Melchor Laso de la Vega )

".

In 1961, the Panama Transport Co.

( Esso Tankers ), gave a substan

tial donation for the running of the Nautical School.

Financial assistance for construction of a new building for the
Nautical School,was sanctioned by the International

Development-

Bank in 1967. A site was chosen at Paitilla and in 1971 the.buil
ding was constructed.

In 1971, the Nautical School was re-organised and in 1972 training
for Deck and Engineer Officers was also commenced. Since 1972 till
date, the Nautical School of

Panama has been training the following

categories of mariti.me personnel:
- Deck and Engineer Officers,
- Deck, Engine and Catering Crew.

2iQ_ENTRANCE„RE§UIRE!jENIS_PRI0R_I0_J0IN_NAyiICAL_SCH00L_0F
PANAMA

2.1 GENERAL EDUCATION.

The General Educatian system in Panama is divided into two sec
tors, namely ;

.1 Elementary Education.'.............
.2 High School............. ...........

years
6 years

This makes a total duration of General Education of twelve years.
i

The High School education is divided into two parts.

Part 1 is of

three years duration and on satisfactory completion,students are
awarded a diploma. After obtaining the part 1 diploma,a student can
select any one of the following four branches for part II,namely;
Arts,

Science, Cornerce and Technical.

duration

Part II is also of three years

and at the end of it the students are awarded another

diploma.

In order to be eligible for the Nautical School of Panama,students
should have completed High School

in either Science or Technical

branches.

The average age of students on completions of High School
eighteen years.

is

This is the highest level of School education and

thereafter, students are eligible to join a University for pursuing
further studies.

In the Science and Technical

braches of High School Education,

students are required to take up Mathematics,
as special subjects.

Physics and Chemistry

These subjects are also a pre~requisite for

joining the Nautical School of

Panama.

The academic period of study in Elementary and High School
ded into four bimesters per year.

At the end of each semester the

re is an examination. Grades are given on a scale of
1

is lowest and 5 is highest.

is divi

1 to 5, where

The passing grades and marks are

given below:

Mathematics.....Grade A...... 75% marks
Other Subjects..Grade 3......

6D% marks.

ii2_PHY3ICAL._.AND_PSYCH0L0GICAL_.REGyiREMENIS

2^2.1_PHYS I CAL._ REOUIREMENJS

Ail candidates for admission to the Nautical School of Panama must
be in good physical health and must meet the requirements for
appointment as a cadet in the Nautical School of

Panama.

Physical

examination is conducted by social insurance or by a private cli
nic.

In the Nautical School of Panama the applicants should have the
following requirements to be accepted.

.1 Vision:

A candidate for appointment to the Nautical School of Panama must

4
have a minimum uncorrected vision of 20/10D in both eyes?

correc

table to at least 2D/20 in one eye and 20/40 in the other.

.2 Hearing:

Auditory acuity of all candidates will be determined by a specia
list.

Hearing should be normal.

.3 Heart and Vascular system;

An electrocardiogram is required of all candidates.

The following

canditions may reject a candidate and require complete m.edical eva
luation ;
all organic valvular diseases of the heart,including those improved
by surgery?
hypertension evidenced by predominant blood pressure.

.4 Serologic Test;

A serologic test for syphilis is performed cn all candidates. This
examination is done by a laboratory.

.5 Dental Standards;

All candidates should undergo a special examination with the den
tist.

.6 Diabetes;
Candidates should not suffer from diabetes, TB and other long term
diaseases.

The Psychologycal examination in the Nautical School of

Panama is

carried out by a psychologist.

On the Human side,

reference can be made to short comings in Edu

cation and Training in the specific are of work related to the
ship.

A comprehensive analysis of ail the factors which Itave

played a part in the education and training of seafarers can fre
quently lead to the conclusion that the psychological requiremen.^
is cne of the most important requirement for the applicants in the
Nautical School of

Panama.

Many of the following human traits influence and affect an indi
vidual's performance:

—Perception,what we perceive is not always what we see or hear

—Motivation,is involved in arousing.

—Directing and integrating most human behavior.

—Job satisfaction,the satisfaction derived from one's work effecthe quality of the performance.

—Complacency, can lead to a reduced awareness of the work on boa
ship.

—Emotion,can have a dramatic effect on how an applicant may res
pond to set of circumstances.

After the psychological test the candidates need to pass the epti—
tute test With good stress resistance and also should be cf a good
mental state.

2i3_APMISSI0N_gXAKIN.AII0N_REQyiREMENTB^

All the candidates are required to take the Nautical School exami
nation on scheduled dates organised by the school.

Examination is held two months before the admission.

It is the

candidar-e''s responsibility to register for the examination.

Reai

stration isntructions are available in the secretariat of the Nau
tical School of Panama.

The main subjects examined in the Nautical School of

Panama for

applicants are;

.1 General

Physics, with statics and dynamics.

,'Z Mathematics5 including algebra,

arithmetic, calculus.

The duration of each written examination .paper is two hours.

The total marks are IDC points and marking scale is divided as fol
lows;
91 - IDO___

points.....

81 -

9D____ .points.....

71 -

80____ .points....

61 - 70.....

points.....

0 - 60.....

points....,

The candidates must pass the written eKaminaticn with a minimum of
61

points,to be accepted in the Nautical School of Panama.

The Nautical School carries out admission examination under the
authority of the Ministry of Education.

Two or three professors in Mathematics and Physics are appointed as
examiners and they are responsible for the assessment of the written examiination papers.

2_.,4_INIi5yiiW„AND„SELECII0N.,.

__INIERVIEW..

All the candidate of the Nautical School of

Panama have to pass the

interview before joining the school.

The purpose of this interview is to assess the interest of the can
didates in taking up a sea career.

During the interview, candidates are discouraged to take up a sea
career,just to know the degree of keenness of the candidate.
are then graded according to their answers.
on the candidates'

interest for a sea career.

They

The grading is based

•

8

2i.4i2__SELECII0N^

There are a large number of candidates for a total of only 75 seats
in the Nautical School.

Hence, selection plays an important role,

to pick up the best of the candidates.

Selection is based on the merit list drawn up after the written
examination,

psychological test and interview.
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3..D__IRAININi_IN_THE_NAyiICAL_SCHOOL_OF_PANAMAi

3j,l__SHORE_BASED_PERIOD^

Silil__DURAIION._AND_SE§yENCEi

The shore based education consist of four academic years conti
nuously.

The first year

( new cadets )

is general and common for every one

giving particular enphasis in Mathematics,Physics,
tical Science, General ship Perf ormiance.

Cnemistry,Nau

At the end of the first

academic period all the cadets who are successful receive a trai
ning in the Canal area for at least 6 weeks,in: tug boats,
ches,

dredgers, canal transit,

pollution control,

laun

admeasurement.

This training is evaluated in conjuntion with the second semester
of the related subjects or Nautical Science and general ship perf ormance.

At the beginning of the second year the cadets have to select the
branch they want to study,

e.g.

deck or enginer.therefore he receive

specific training for that choice.

At the end of the second theo

ry period he receives another training in the Panama Canal area and
related with his.department,

in actual working units.

The dura

tion is 6 weeks at least, and training is evaluated in conjuntion
with the related subjects for the second semester.

The remaining years, third and fourth
inuous.

< senior — cadets .>

Separated for one month of holiday.

are cont

Siiii__SHORE_PERIOD_WIIH_SCHOOL_ATIENDANCEi

As Mentioned in 1.1 the shore periods consist of

four academic

years all of them are of school attendance.

3il.3__IlME_yNIIS„0F_SIUDY^

Each academic year is divided into two semesters, each one consist
in general of 20 weeks of duration. The shore based period consist
of 8 semesters.

3ilj,A_„AIIACHED_SYLLABUS^

The attached syllabus contains all the subjects in each semester,
the number of

lessons per week in each subject.

ture have a duration of 45 minutes.

Each class of

lec

NUMBER OF LESSON PER SUBJECTS PER YEAR

YEAR----SUBJECTS

Calculus

16D

160

English

128

128

Nautical science

160

96

Physics

224

48

Engineer Elements

Mechanics and Strength cf Material

Topography

96

Technical drawing

96

Stabi1ity

96

192

160

160

128

Electricity
Solas Marpol

160

48
160

Astronomy

128

48
160

Navigation

128

Convention,IMO

Electronics

96
160

Mlaritime economy

96

Eiectrotechnics

96

Naval Hygiene

96

Manoeuvring

192

Electronics Navigation

164

Rules of the Road

160

Maritime Law
Cargo
Meteorology

96

112
96
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3i2_C0NIR0LLED_SEA_SERVICE_PERI0D3^

3i2il__SyBAIIQN_AND_SEQyENCE_0F_9EA_SERVICE_PER10Di.

CQNTR0L_AND_SUPERyiSI0N3

The sea service period has a duration of twelve
tinuously,
school,

( 12 .1 months con

it begins at the end of the fourth academic year at the

as a requirement of the " STCUj 1978 " Convention.

All the

training is under the supervision of the ship's master who receives
the instruction from the Panama Nautical School.

Bee cadet evalua

tion in the appendix 1.

During the sea training the cadets have to develop a series of
requirements such as:

Personal

log book,

task book,

and

wotk

book.

These documents have to be submitted to the examination board at
the Panama Nautical School,at the end of the training period for
the respective evaluation.

In addition,the cadets have to submit

the certificate of sea service; see appendix 2.

All official docu

ments have to be sealed and signed by the ship's master and the
local Consul of Panama or the local port authority.

The cadet is

obligated to submit a monthly report to the school,see table No 1

,

and the ship's master has to send to the school a progress evalua
tion report at the middle of the period and at the end.

3i2^2_ KlNE_QE_CQNTR0L_jC_TYPE_0F_yESSELS_2.

In all cases,

assigments will be for deck cadets on vessels over

200 GRT, whenever possible assigment should be on vessels over 1600
GRT

13
IABLi_NQ..l

CADET MONTHLY REPORT

1- Cadet...........................
2- Port and date of embarkation.
3- Period of the present report,
4- Name of the vessel...........
5- Kind of vessel................
6- Dead weight.................... , .Mai n engine............ . ........ .
7- Powp>r. ..................... . . . . ,
8- Navigation Watches kept underr supervision of watch keening officer.......................... . . .

9- Sea -cime realized in this period, sea days

10- Etate desembarkation......

...

11- Company name.................

port days

cause..............................

.............

12- Post address........ ...telephone...............

telex

13- Post address of the ship ........................... . .
14- Watch assigned at sea...........-...... .in port......
15- Specific works ( at sea,

in port ')...................

16- Citizenship of majority of officers..... ............
17- Language used on board....................... .........
16

Personal comments

14
3^3__ASSESSMENI.

_INIERNAL_ASSEBSMENIi

_IYPE_AND_DURAIION_OF_ASSESSMENTi

In general the final evaluation is per semester.

The final evaluation per semester consist of 60% marks for the ave
rage of the quizes,

it may be;

oral, written,

practical or pro

jects. Each cadet must have at least three evaluations.

The balance 40% marks is for final examination conducted at the end
of the classd period. Therefore the final evaluation consist of the
average of these two figures.

_WHEN...ARE_IHE„ABSESSMENI_.CARRIED_OyT^

The quizes are carried out during the class period,

at least three

per semester at any time and it depends on the professor.

The

final examination is at the end of the class period.

__SyBJECIS_ASSEBBED..

All the subjects have to be assessed.

li3jLljLA_QRGANIZAII0N_0F_ABBESSMENT..,

The assessment for each subject are programmed in advance by the
professor or instructor with the head of the related department.

■15

3i3.a.i5_RANGE_0F_MARKING_BCALE..

The marking scale is from -1 to 100. The passing mark per subject is
71%.

J1.6__

The assessment board or academic board are concerned with the eva
luation of all cadets,

it is formed by. the school Director,

of each department < deck

')

Heads

and two professors of each department.

16
^.■-Q_iXAMINAIION_AND„CERTIFICAIION

Examinations are the only means of assessing the competence of

per

sons who seek certification as master or Deck Officers in a mer
chant ship.

The skill of the examiner is to establish an indivi

dual's competence as objectively and impartially as possible.

fti.lji.l_i2iS!I!iD£tign_By 1 labusesj

These must meet a minimium requirement of the STOW Convention, but
may cover a higher standard or be expanded to include other niaterials. According to Regulation II/A of the convention above descri
bed, the examination syllabus for officers incharge of the naviga
tional watch in ship of 200 GRT or more can cover not only naviga
tional aspects and ship handling,
subjects as:
wage,

ship stability, construction and damage control, sto

fire prevention,

medical care, maritime law,(

and other IMO Conventions ),
comunication,

but they also cover the other

life saving,

including Solas

personnel management and training,

search and rescue,

and methods for

demonstrating proficiency. Among the additional requirements each
country can integrate adequate knowledge cf the enghish

language,

including ability to use the IhIO Standard Maritime Navigational
Vocabulary.

As the technology and other factors in this era is changing con
tinuously, it is important that masters,and officers keep up to
date.

•17
._2__Betti oa_Wr i tten_,t K am inati on __QusBt ions

Required standards must be stablished and maintained,

but in rela

tion to examination,could provide a fair and reliable test of com
petence and can be conducted as efficiently as possible and accor
ding with the economy of each administration,as possible.

The exa

mination question are carefully planned and expresseo exactly with
this in mind.

In this condition the candidate is aware of exactly

what is required for him to obtain the necesary marks to pass.

It is important that the examiner developes an examination paper
with clear direction according to exactly what is required to be
answered by a candidate.

The calculations in the examina’tion

papers are also important for the candidates to cemonstrate that
they are able to develops calculations for example celestial opservation with two stars cr more to fix the position of the? ship at
any time interval or any other particular aspects. But in ■phis part
it is important to take care not to concentrate too much on calcu
lations since to do so may affect the balance of the question
paper.

In any particular examination paper the number of questions set in
can be determined by the importance of the subcjet area,

how fully

the syllabus is to be sampled and whether a choice of question is
to be allowed.

In considering the balance of the question paper the

number of marks assigned to each question must reflect the amount
and the relative importance of the work involved in its com.pletion.

18
At last the procedure adopted is for marks to be deducted from the
total assigned to any question according to the type of error made:
50 per cent for every error in principle and 10 per cent for every
error of a clerical nature.

Written answers other than calculation

should be awarded a pass mark for the question if the candidate
makes all the essential points on the specimen answer,increasing up
to full marks if a candidate brings out all the points in the spe
cimen answer.

One of the most important part of the examination questions is
regarding the higher standard in the examination than are specified
for the level of certificate under consideration,because it is easy
for examiners to fail

into the trap expecting candidates to have a

level of knowledge up to a standard approaching their own and care
should be taken to avoid it.

■.l_EE2QldyEe_9i_fehe._examinatign_.system_f or__Df I icers_aboard

.1 That the Republic of

Panama adopt a national system of

licensing

of officers of the, Merchant Fleet and satisfy the growing interna
tional demands concerning navigational safety,

productivity and an

effective prevention of pollution of the marine and coas'icii envi
ronment .

.2 That the system of examination meets the national norms concer
ning maritime traffic, coastal and open seas navigation,

incluoing

the international convention on standards of training,certification

and watchkeeping for seafarers, 1978

(. STCW ')

of the International Laboar Organization

C

and conventicn No 53

I.L.O.

>

.

The system of examination must satisfy these principal objectives
which justify its implementation.

4.1.3.2 Places Inhere Examination Will Be Administered

An applicant requesting his first license in a determined classifi
cation to renew or for up grading, can fill out the application
form for examination in any of the Consuls General offices of the
Merchant Marins or in the technical office of the Directorate Gene
ral of

Consular and Maritime Affairs in Panama City.

The examination can be taken in many port-cities around the world
according to a program of periodic testing sessions which will

be;

widely publicized in marine publications, and the direct channel of
communications, correctly established with the shipping registry
system,the shipowners, the shipping agents,and personnel on board
vessels.

The applicants will have an opportunity to select the place and
date he wishes to be examined in accordance with the program.

..3j^3__

The examination will be prepared in Spanish the official
of the Republic of Panama,

language

and in English.

However in accordance with the analysis of the applications

requesting, examinations in other languages the administration wi11
also accept Japanese,Chinese,Korean,Greek,etc,

to mention some

without excluding other possible choices.

ftil.:L3jL^t_PBi.PABAII.QN_QE-Ibi._AEELICANTS..,.

The applicants which have available study material work books and
technical manuals which will allow adequate preparation before the
exam, will contain the following:

.1— Manuals that develops adequate information to be able to answer
a wide range of questions contained in the-Data Bank of the program
(. see appendix

)

in accordance with rate or grade for which the

applicant is being examined.

.2- An explanation of the methodology utilised in the examination
includinq practical exercises which allow the examiner to familia
rize himself with the type of questions in the exam.

.3- A list of

reading material which will

permit the applicants to

broaden his basic knowledge and with the emphasis in the subjects
of safety and productivity.

A^1^3j,5_IYPE„OF_EXAMINAIION^

The examination will be made up of significant number of multiple
choice questions where the applicants will choose the correct ans
wer from the four possible choices.

The contents of the examinations will be selected at random from
the Data Bank of questions stored in a Data Processing system.
Changes are done periodically in accordance with high level of
standards which prevent possible malpractices by use of unauthori
zed copies.

COMPOSITION OF DATA BANK

SUBJECTS

•

NUMBER Oh QUESTIONS

MATHtMATICS

CONCEPTS
Basic

Aavanced

Basic

Advances

25D

250

60

90

Deck Seamanship

■15D

130

50

70

Watchkeeping

150

50

15

10

Navigation Safety

450

150

—

—

Ship Management

100

150

30

Navigation
k

__LEVEL_OF_KNOWLEDGE_REgyiRED_FOR_PAiilNG_THE_EXAMINATIONi

Th0 system has been formulated taking, into account the human com
ponent of the actual Merchant Marine, with enphasis in technical
knowledge.

However higher grades require sufficient theoretical

knowledge to

ensure the primary objectives indicated in the system.

The level of each examination will

be decided with that established

for the grade that each applicant whished to obtain end in this
manner non pertinent questions will not be included.

Each level will be especially designed to test the applicant for
sufficient knowledge for his functions and responsibilities on
board,basically in those subjects involved in the secure operation
of vessels.

So any crew member who has sufficient knowledge of his

profession and who is updated in modern technics and regulations
corresponding to his grade should pass the examination with relati
ve case. The system is designed to prevent incompetent persons from
obtaining work on board the vessels,

placing them incharge or pro

ducing risks to navigation which damages the growing prestige of
the Panamanian Merchant Fleet.

__QUALIEICAIIOM.

After an examination is completed,the answer sheets are sent to the
central office in Panama City to be processed by a coputerized
system with, optical mark scanners.

The system ensures the objectivity of the result preventing in this
manner human errors which are possible in other tyfDss of eKaminations and different criteria in the interpretation of the piece of
writing on a subject,

into the type of answers.

Immediately after qualifying in the examination along with other
required documents,

photographs etc,are sent to The Directorate

General of Consular and Maritime Affairs which is the (authority to
issue the official documents of
passing the examinations.

professional competency to persons

In this manner competency certificates

are issued and the new officer identification card, which is valid
for five years.

The levels of examination for Deck Officer are:

- Masr-er
- First Mate
- Second Mate
— Third Mate.

Ai.2_CERJIFICAIION.

Certification is esential to ensure minimun standard of competence
for Safety at Sea.

It should form an integral part of an adminis

tration's objective for promoting safety at sea.

__MINiriUM_CERIIFICAIION_RE§UIRi!!!i!i:ISj

Every ship requires a master, who has duties and obligations under
the various conventions.

Every ship also needs one or more Deck

officers in addition, to share navigational watchkeeping Duties.
The senior deck officer is the chief mate and onus cf ccmand falls
on him in the event of death or incapacity of the master.

The STCW convention does not specify the deck officer m.anning scale
of a ship but lays down the minimum requirements to be met by the
mast,er,the chief officer and other watchkeeping officers.

G^b!iF!^i=_i!llE‘25y!bIIQl^_£^i^£iB-!:ii!i25_Ibi-IiiU!^N£E_OF..CERiiFiiCAlE

QE_CQMPETENCY.i.

The National Merchant Marine-Administration has recently inaugura
ted its new licencing program for officers and crew working on
board Panamanian flag vessels.

This new program contributes positively and effectively to the
increase of maritime safety.

The Republic of Panama hopes to fullfil through this new certifi—
cation program the miany international obligations it has acquired

by virtue of the ratifications of several
of International Maritime Organisation (.
Labour Organisation C I.L.O )

International
I.M.O .)

Conventions

and International

It thus hopes to contribute not only

to the improvement of Maritime Safety,

but also to the reduction of

Oil Pollution incidents,the lowering of insurance cost and the eli~
mination of problems with other Maritime Administrations.

_general.. PROVISIONSj^

Each officer on board Panamanian vessels of over 20Q gross register
tons ( GRT ')

will hold a Certificate of

Directorate General of

Competence issued by the

Consular and Maritime Affairs which authori

se the execution of the duties corresponding to the position des
cribed in such certificate.

According to the provision of this regulation the LJirectorate Gene
ral of Consular and Maritime Affairs can issue Btatu/cory Certifica
te of

Competency, and also when it is necessary Provisional

ficate of

Certi

Competency.

These Certificates of Competency will authorise its holder to per
form. the duties indicated w.ith the limitations or restrictions
indicated as well as to perform any duties in a lowerrankinq posi
tion .

The Certif ioate of

Competency will be of the following claeeee-:

Deck

.1 Master
.2 Chief Mate
.3 Second Mate
.A Third Mate

Engine

.1

Chief Engineer

.2 First Engineer
.3 Second Engineer
.4 Third Engineer

Rad i o

.1 General Radio Communication Operation
.2 First Class Radio Communications Operate
3 Second Class Radio Telegraph Operator

These Certif icc-.tes will
tions provided by it,

be suject to the restrictions and

limita

in due consideration of the type of vessel

where the work will be performed.

It limitations are power, tonna

ge, type of engine,navigation area and any other limitation which
the Directorate General of

Consular and Maritime Affairs may consi

der appropriate relative to the applicant's academic background.

_PRESeNIAIIONS_OF_APPLICANIS.,:.

In order tc obtain the Certificates of

Competency interested par

ties or their authorized representative shall obtain the official
aopiicatior forms and present them to*the Directorate General cf
Consular and Maritime Affairs in Panama City or at the special
Merchant Marine Consulates abroad,
purpose.

which are authorized for thiis

Interested parties will attach the following documients to

their applications:

.1

Copy of the passport showing its number and the general descrip

tion of the applicant.

.2 Copy of a Certificate of competency and other similar documents
isLied by a Maritime Authority for comparison by the officers of the
Directorate General of
lic of Panama.

Consular and Maritime Affairs in the Repub

In the absence of the Certificate of Competency the

applicants may present the examination approval Certificate issued
by competent authorities.

.3 Any documents which attest to the applicants experience the
names and main characteristics of vessels aboard which he has ser
ved and duties performed.

.4 Three full-face photographs approximate!y 4 cm by 3.5 cm.

.5 Medical

Certificate indicating applicant's physical

fitness

according to the form provided by the Directorate General of

Con

sular and Maritime Affairs and which need to be examined by the
public hospital or private clinic.

The following criteria will be observed according to the medical
requirements s

.1 Applicants whose past or present medical history reveals epilepsy,acute venereal disease, neu.rosyphi 1 i s . varicose veins,

narcotics

use,or other serius diseases according to the medical criterion
will not be considered for the issuance of

a. Certificate of

Com

petency .

■2 Regarding vision,

Deck Officers are required to have perfect

color perceptions and good vision equivalent to at least 20/100 in
both eyes without correction,

and corrected tc at least 20/20 in

one eye and 2D/40 in the other.

.3 A general satisfactory physical condition must be confirmed by
laboratory tests.

All the applicants for Certificates of

Competency will

be processed

once the applicants have paid the corresponding fees for which
receipts shall be issued.

In case of documents sent directly by the petitioner tc the Direc
torate General of

Consular and Maritime Affairs,they ^hall

be-
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accompanied by a certified cheque for the required amount in dol
lars in favor of the Administration.

Certificates of

Competency will not be issued to applicants under

IS or over 65 years of age,except in the event that a correct medi
cal certificate indicates the conditions of health of the applicant
over 65 years of age,allows him to perform the duties in the posi
tion for which he is applying and the certificate will not be
issued for a term exceeding two years.

^i2i5_BIAiyiORY„CERIIFICATEi.

The granting of the Statutory Certificate of

Competency will

conditioned on the applicant authentically proving,

be

by passing the

examination and verifying his experience that he is in posi=>es.sion
of the knowledge and academic standards necessary for the rank to
which he as^pires.

The minimum mandatory requirements for the certification of offi
cers will

be those provided by the "BTCW 1978” Convention.

Applicants who must renew their aopropriate Certificate of

Comioe-

tency will follow the procedures indicated under the "Presentation
of applicants" described in the paragraph 4.2.4.

Certificates of

Competency will be renewed for those applicants whose application
is made six months before or after the expiration date of such Cer
tificate.

3D
The professional oompetency for the applicants of the certificate
of

Competency will have to fulfill the following:

.1 Sea service of at least one year during the previous five years
as an officer in the category in which he is certified.

.2 The performance of duties related to the functions corresponding
to the rank of the certificate which he hoids,considered at least
as equivalent to the sea service.

.3 One of the following

:

- Passing an approved test.
- Completing successfully on approved course or courses or
- Having completed sea service as an officer for a period of

less

than three months in a supernum.erary capacity or in lower rank
than that for which he holds the certificate immediately prior to
taking up the rank to which he is entitled by reason of his certificate.

PROVISIONAL.. CEBIIFICAIE_._

In the case of

Provisional Certificate the candidate have to ful

fill the following:

.1 During two of the last three years the applicant has to prove
that he has held the position for which he is applying.

.2 Within the last five years he has held the position for at least
three years of which at least twelve months service has been per
formed in the two years period prior to the application.

The experience of the applicants shall
charge papers or by means of

letters of

be proven by means of dis
referenoe from the compa

nies in which the applicant has worked or where he is presently
working,stating his capacity and ability to carry out his duties.
The Directorate General of Consular and Maritime Affairs must be
satisfied as to the authenticity of the contents of the letter.

Every provisional Certificate of Competency shall

be va.lid for two

years beginning of the issuance date.

£ti2j,7__REAS0N_F0R..IHE_CANCELLATI0N._0E_IHE_CERIIFICAIE
OF_COMPEIENCY^

The Directorate General of

Consular and Maritime Affairs will

base

its suspension or cancellation orders on the following:

.1 The serious violation of current standards regarding safe navi
gation,

hazard to human life at sea or the contamination of the

sea.

.2 The alteration of the documents carried out by the holder him
self or with his consent,

which affects its validity or the grade

of its holder.

.3 Substantiation of the holder of the documents having presented
documents that are false or illegally obtained.

.4 Proven professional

.5 Alteration of mental

incompetence.

faculties due to drug or alcohol abuse.

.6 Physical or mental defects which hinder the performance of
duties corresponding to the position held.

.7 Negligence in the performance of duties .

.8 Acts of omission which endanger lives and property.

.9 The violation deemed serious by the .Directorate General of
sular and Maritime Affairs of

Con

Panamanian maritime law,decrees or

reoulation.

^s.2jl§__EiNA!=.IIiS_FOR_HOLDING_IMPROPER_CEPTIFICATEj,

The Directorate General of

Consular and Maritime Affairs will impo

se the following penalties:

.1 Every officer aboard Panamanian registry vessel, without holding
a Certificate of Competency or Temporary Permits for such posi
tions, may be fined up to one thousand balboas C B/ IDOQ.QG ).

.2 Every ship owner,master,or agent who employs officers wno do not
hold valid Certificates of Competency or Temporary Permits corres
ponding to their position, may be fined up to five thousand bal
boas C B/ 5000.OD

.
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5 ..g_CgMPLIANCE_WITH_STCW_CgNVENTION.--

The Convention which has great relevance to Maritime Education and
Training at this time is the " STCW 1978 " or to give its
title.

" The International

full

Convention on Standard of Training,

tification, and Watchkeeping fci

Cer

Seafeares, 1978

This Convention came into force in april 1984 and provides for the
first time, on an international scale,

minimum standards for sea-

feares- in terms of;

The levels of theoretical and cractical knowiedge,

linked to professional experience and under-

standing requ .red for the certification of

pro-

fessional com: rietence of seafarers.

i.-.l.._THi„I!!!EACI..QF„IHE...SICW_::„1978_::_CQ.NVENTigN^

The " STCW 1978 " was adopted by IMO at an
ce held in London in 1978.

International Conferen

At that time the majority of the tradi

tional maritime contries were rateo as " developed
sessing well established maritime infractructures,
and Training Programmes for their seafarers

contries " pos
with Education

which could meet the

majority of the convention requirements.

The convention would come into force one year from the date on
which twenty five countries, the combined merchant fleets of which
constitute not less than 50% of the world's shipping fleets
(. of ships of 100 gross register tons or more ) have acceded to it.
This position was reached in April 1984.
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For many of the Developing Countries the central

issue was posses

sion of efective National Maritime Legislation which would control
through its various sections:

.1 A system for the Examination and Certification of Seafarers.

.2 The levels of Education, Training ana Experience
seafarers before the issue of

Certificete of

required by

Competency.

5^2_MASTER_AND..DECK_DEPAFIMENTi,

This chapter establishes the basic principles to be observed in
keeping a navigational watch, covering such matters as watch
arrangements,

fitness for duty, navigation,navigation equj-pmennt,

rsavigation duties and responsibi 1 ities,
navigation with pilot on board

(....

the duties of the look out

his presence on board does not

relieve the master or officer incharge of the watch for their
duties

and protection of the marine environment.

Regulation 11/2 establishes mandatory minimum requirements for cer
tificating masters and chief mates of ships of 2DD gross tons to
1600 gross tens and for ships of 1600 gross tons and more.
matter,

For that

candidate must meet the requirements for certification as

an officer- in charge of a navigational watch on ships cf 200 gross
tons or more and have approved sea-going service in that capacity.

Candidates must also have passed an appropriate examination cove
ring not only navigation aspects and ship handling but also
ship stability, contruction and damage control,

power plants, cargo

handling and stowage,

fire prevention,

medical care, maritime law

(. including SOLAS and other IMO Conventions ') ,
and training, commmunications,

life saving,

methods for demonstrating proficiency.

personnel management

search and rescue and

The examination maiy be

varied for officers and masters of ships engaged on near—coastal
voyages.

Regulation II/3 sets out mandatory minimum requirements for certi
fication of officers in charge of a navigational watch and masters
of ships of

For ships of
voyages,

less than 2DQ gross tons.

less than 2DD gross tons which ere not on near-coastal

appropriate certificates for ships of 2DD gross tons to

16DD gross tons must be held

C in the case of masters )

anc above

200 gross tons in the case of officers.

For ships of

less than 200 gross tons engaged on near-coastal voya

ge master must hold an appropriate certificate be not less than 20
years of age, have approved sea-going service of not less tnan 12
months as officer in charge of a navigational watch and satisfy the
administration that they possess adequate knowledge,

including

knowledge of the subjects listed in an appendix to the regulation.
Officer must have an apropriate certificate,
years of age,

be not less than IS

be medically fit, have undergone special training,

have completed three years service in the deck department and pos
sess adequate knowledge of the subjects listed in the appendix.

The mandatory minimum requirements for certification of officers in
charge of a navigational watch on ships of 2Q0 gross tons or more
are contained in regulation II/4.

The age limit is IS years and
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the three years sea-going service must include at least six mcnths
of

bridge watchkeeping duties under the supervision of

a qualified

officer.

Candidates must also pass an examination based upon the subjects
listed in an index which includes many of the subjects appended to
regulation II/2.

Among the additional requirements is one for an

adequate knowledge of the English Language including ability.to use
the IMO Standard Marine Navigation Vocabulary.

In an era when technology and other factors are changing rapidly,
it is necessary that masters and officers keep up to date.
aspect is covered in regulation I1/5.

This

Officers and masters shall

be required at regular intervals and not exceeding five years to
satisfy their administration as to their fitness and professional
competence.

To ensure that this can be done,
formulate a structure of

administrations are required to

refresher courses,

trance to sea-gcin’g service.

especially for re-en

They must also ensure that all shies

under their jurisdiction ere provided with tests of changes in
international

regulation concerning safety ait sea and marine envi

ronment protection measures.

Requirements for deck ratings form.ing part of a navigational watch,
form the subject matter of regulation II/6.

Ratings who comply

with this regulation, must be not less than 16 years of age.
should have completed at least six months sea—going service or
undergone special training in a prescribed number of subjects.

They

Service of at least one year during the five years prior to the entry into
force of the convention for their administration may be regarded as equiva
lent.

The last two regulation in this chapters deal with basic principles tc be
observed in keeping watch in port and manoatory minimum requirements for a
watch in port on ships carrying hazardous cargo.

In both cases, note or

account must be taken of the provision of two recommendation adooted b>’ tne
1973 conference.

These are the recommendation on princioies and operational

guidance for deck officers in charge of a watch in port and recomrendation
principles and operational guidance for engineer officers in charge of an eng
ineering watch in port.
cation in table No;2

See the structure relating to deck officer certifi
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IABLE_Ng_2

BECK_0FFlCER_IRAINlN’5_AND_CERIIFICAII0N_AS_REQUIRED_BY_IH0i,BICW_C0NVENII0N^

6.0

DESCRIPTION OF THE_NAJIICAL_EDUCAIION_AND_TRAINING
SYSTEM IN CERTAIN OTHER_CONIRIES.

6jLl__dARIIi!ji_ieyCAII0N_AND_IRAINiNG_SYSIEM_IN_IHE_FEDERAL
EiPUiLiC_QF_GERMANYi

6iiil_BL0CK_DIAGRAM
a) Traininq Scheme for near continental area

Master Near Continental Trade " Patent AK "

years sea service as deck officer " Patent AKU "

11/2 years nautical trade school

12 months sea service

unlimited trade

preparatory courses
"seamansschule'

training for miodle and

-sailor ABA

2 months ” seamansschule " + examination

15 months sea service

2 months "seamansschule"

15 months sea service
A

2 months seamansschule

9 years general education
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b) Training Scheme for Master unlimited area

Master unlimited trade
"patent AG"
I'

2 years sea service as
ship's officer
"patent AGW"
A

3 years study at tne
nautical highsohool ( FHS )

1 year sea time as

1 year sea tame

assistant
h

as assistant

Higher trade school ( FOS )

6 months sea time

form 12 'one year' course ashore

as candidate officer
in trinino

ship

Higher trade school ( FOB )
form 11, 11 months on board

safety course

training ship and 2 1/2 months
course ashore

13 years general edu
cation, exam trade
high school suitabilityor completed nigh
trade school C FOB ).

10 years general education
completed secondary school or
trade school sutability.

c) Training for master middle trade area

Master middle trade
"patent AM"
A

2 years sea service as
ship's officer
"patent AMW"
A

2 years study nautical
trade school
A

1 year sea service as assistance

ticket as deck nand ( A/3 )

2 months "seemansschuie" + examination

1 year sea service

2 months "seemansschuie" + examination

1 year sea service

2 months "seemansschuie"
A

IQ years general education,com.pleted
secondary school or trade
suitability

school

6.2

MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING SYSTEM IN FINLAND

6.2.1 BOCK DIAGRAM

Master licence

1 1/2 year practice

Chief officer licence
4^

1/2 year practice
A

2 year master education
4^

1 year practice
A

Mate licence
A

2 year mate education
A

1 year practice
4*

high school
4

3 years

elementary seamens school-- 9 years

6.3

MARITIME EDiJCAIION_AND_IRAlNING_IN_SWEDEN

6.3.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM
Traditional training_sQhefns

Foreign going trade

Master certificate

minimum 2A months sea
time as Mate

Mates certificate

IS months sea time

2 years masters course

Mates' certificate
A

1 year mates' course

27 months sea time as rating

9 years compulsory common basic
education
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6.4

MARlIIME_EDlJCAXION_AND_TRAINING_IN_BELSiy!n

6.4.1 BL0CK_D1AGRA11

Practice exam of master
foreign trade
* /N

12 months as mate
A

exam

4 years college
4^

12 months as mate
A

exam for first mate----- •> funtion master home
i

trade

24 montns as mate
A

licence 2nd mate
A

i

I
12 months sea service as
4th - 3rd

mate

exam aspirant officer

3 years college
A

grammar school diploma
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6i5__iDLJCAI10N_AND_TRAINING SYSIEh IN USSR

6.S.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM

MASTER

18 months at sea
/N

FIRST MATE

IS months at sea

SECOND MATE

IS months at sea

THIRD MATE
A

FIVE AND HALF YEARS IN THE HIGHER
ENGINEERING MARINE COLLEGE
( one year at sea )

2 years in the Professional technical School

8 years in the Elementary School
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(t’ ■ 6 NAR1IIME_EDUCAII0N_AND_IRAINING_SYSI^lr!_lN_KOLLAND

6i6il_BL0CK_DIAGRA|:1

First Mate / Master

C F.G.) certificate

Short application course

( unrestricted )

6 weeks

A

Two years of sea time as watch keeping officer
A

Second Mate certificate
A

Two years of sea time as watch keeping officer
A

Third Mate certificaite
A

----- > Higher Vocational fc.ducatiori
Certificate

Final Year Study in Nautical

College

( Graduation Year I

Practical Year - One year as a Trainee on board a Merchant Shi
A

Two years study in Nautical College

Diploma of Secondary School -----

5 years

A

Primary School -------------------- 6 years

A-S
.iDyCAIION„AND_IRAINING_BYSTElj_IN_PANAHA

6i.7.=.l_Biock Diagram

MASTER CERTIFICATE
EKam

24 months a\t sea
A

FIRST MATE CERTIFICATE
A

am

18 months at sea
A

SECOND MATE CERTIFICATE
A
------------------ Exam

12 mon'^hs at see.
I
THIRD MATE CERTIFICATE
A.

------------------ Exam

12 months at sea
A

4 years at the Nautical School
A

12 years General Education

7. D_ANALYSlS_OF„IHE_SYSIE!ji

It will be observed from the description of the Nautical Education
and Training System of Panama that the system has been recently
changed to imcorporate the mandatory minimum requirements of tne
STCN Convention 1978.

In the recent past there has been growing criticism from the World
Maritime Community,

about the high accident rate in the Panamanian

fleet. This can be seen from the statistics of ship losses taken
from Liverpool Underwriters'

No
SRT

Assotiation,

which are given DeiC'Wi'

1982

1983

1984

50

58

56

46

227850

332278

312026

19SQ

1981

47
134139

28475

There has been a growing concern as to how to recuce tne snap ios
sed or in other words, how to improve safety on board Panamanian
ships.

Since the human factor plays the biggest role in enhance

ment of safety, higher standards of education and training as a
step in the right direction.

The STCW Convention 1978 has recognised the importance of the human
factor by specifying the mandatory minimum standards of training,certification and watchkeeping for Seafarers.

Further,

Panama has

also recognized the importance of education and training of seafa
rers by updating the Nautical Education and training system

lo

the mandatory minimum requirements of the STCW Convention 1978.

meet

5D
In order to update the Nautical Education and Trainino systef?. of
Panama,

assistance was also received from INO and UNDP.

One of the important requirements of every Nautical School,
dedicated well qualified and trained teaching staff.
would in turn,

is a

Such a staff

be able to improve the standards of education and

training at the school which would finally result in improvinc
safety standards.

The World Maritime University has been very successful

in trainino

maritime teacners in their Maritime Education course.

It is the“

refore proposed that the Maritime Teachers at the Nautical Bohool
of

hanama be encouraged to participate in such trainino oroqrammes

at the World

Maritime University.

There is a need to deveiope specia.liseo short courses as recommen
ded by the 5TCW convention 1978.

These courses are very practical

oriented and take into ao-count the new technoloq icai developments
in the maritime industry.

Deveolpment of such courses would also

enhance the safety standards on Panamanian ships .

Some of the

recommended specialised short courses, which nee d to be develop,
are given below:
Radar Observed
Course on crude Oil Washing
Course on Inert Gas System
Survival at Sea and
Course Designed for Tanker Crewmembers.

rinaily,

it is hopec that with the implementation of the eaucation

and training schemes, there would be an improvement in the safety
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record of

Psinamanie.n ships although it may take a little time to

reap the benefits of the system.
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1

Concepts

1.

General interest in the ship

2.

Hand/mechanicu] abiJity

3.

Initiative

4.

Ability

5.

Judgment

6.

Reliability

7.

Attitude

8.

Leadership potential

9.

Promptness

1

a:

<

Unsatisfactory

■

Poor

CADET EVALUAl ION •.

Excellent

sndix

%

to learn

TO.

Work habits

n.

Interest in specific works

12.

Accuracy

13.

Performance of duties

14.

Watch standing proficiency

15.

Capacity to assume responsibility

16.

Willingness to assume responsibility

17.

Reaction undier stress

18.

Progress of professional skills

19.

Knowledge of bridge, cargo equipment, machinery
plant, etc.

20.

Cooperation with the crew

21.

Ability

22.

Care of quarters

23.

Personal appearance

24.

Conduct ashore

25.

When this Cadet becomes an Officer, would you desire to serve witl> him aboard

(•)

to work with unlicensed crew

Not observed.

(•*) Not answered.

□

particularly desire

□

accept

□

not desire(•) (•* (•*))

«
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26.

27.

In your opinion, the Cadet's aptitude lor a life at sea is:

I
1

I
I

Very good

I

]

Below average

Considering the Cadet's performance, how would you rate his overall progress?

I
I

I

Excellent

I

Very good

I

1

Good

. I

I

I
28.

Average

Satisfactory, but not as rapid as possible

I

Not satisfactory

Approximately how many hours a day does the Cadet work on his own studies
not including watch time and other works aboard?
An average ofhours per day

29.

Does the Cadet use his own time in observing ship machinery operations and
ship repairs?

30.

1

I

Often

I

I

Seldom

I

I

Never

Would you recommend the Cadet to the Nautical School Examining Board to
obtain his Officer License?

I
I
[

I

Highly recommend him

I

Recommend

[

Not recommend him

him

Additional comments:

Name and signature of Chief Engineer or Ship's Officer drafting this report

Name and Signature of Ship's Master

Name of Cadet
Name of Ship
Date________

*

*

certificate

The Haeter

of

ser

servi

the .hip ot_^e_ton^^ng_pp^cul-r»^

-----------

7

T piag;

fsl^me of the ship*

’

-------j Type o-f ship:
1

Gross Tonnage:

Dead Weight:

'

Main Engine Power:

—i

Shipowner’s name:
Shi Downer’s address, telex t< phone:
____

; Haster's name:

^

s That in eccordanca to the official ship's Logbook

C£/?7rTFTES
jgnd rd 9t-9<i docuB9nt-s ,

Mr.___________ ________ __
has barn rnrollrd in this ship as ___ ___ --practicrs as par tha folioaing schadalai
1.

Cadet performing sea

Time on board

rrr

|l.2 Disembarkation date:

Eoibarkation date:

1.3

Number 0“^ i^onthB on board (see below):

1.4

the ship in active service:
Number o4 months on board with
-2.1-

•2.2“

-2.i-

Mo.Mvt
at i»a
w*4h. 1

IkiAe
of kavs
in port

Navi oat ions
arrival

departure

Date

!

Port

i

Date

1

Port

1 AMtr
—; of dayi
. <t Mi

i

r
f-

I n p p B .T.,.a..M-j
AT LEAST OtE CERTIFICATE HILL BE PRODUCED FOR EV«tY SHIP
1.1 ’EHiriition Alt' gr tht At* at te|iMia| tkil CtrtHictU.
1.: 'ItHifetrkitiM <iti* A tkf Ati A Itutiii tkit CkrtUiuti.
1.3 'kutor A •ontkt M kArk’. HAerA te tA ptriH A tkit Ctrtliicttt. It «ill A rifittAk tA iHtiMt |i«t«
kr tivitini ky 30 tk» tinbir A Ayi Am tA Ottt in LI tk tA Atl w 1.2 lAtk itclAAl rNAlk| tA
ActiAt to on Acini <i|ort.
1.4 ts 1.3 kut Moctiog, Aint OkUioi ky M| tA tookA A Ayi tAt tkc tkif mi oA o«|t|M lo octivo toroico.
2.1 Coluon 'kuAtr A Ayi it in’. It All A ri|iitAA tA tAol Mukor A Ayi kAooio AyoctAO nO vrioA AtHi
Atk incloAO. TA ton koto mtoc oill A coAotA too tioci.
2.2 Coloon 'Id. kays at loa 024 k.r. It All A rAiitnA tA total aaokor o< Ayi at m oi pir 2.1, At oily Am
tA tra«cl kai takn oori tkaa 24 kauri Ing.
2.3 Coluon 'AAof o( Ayi in |ort'. It oill A rofiitorA tka auAcr of kayi tkat tA Aip kai rcMiatk la pwt,
not coopotinc nriihrr tkc a'rival nor tkr kooarturr aa>‘.
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For many of the Developing Countries the central

issue was posses

sion of efective National Maritime Legislation which would control
through its various sections:

.1 A system for the Examination and Certification of Seafarers.

■

"^he ievels of Eoucation^

Training and Experience

seafarers before the issue of

reguired by

Certificete of Competency.

5^2__ master_and..deck_departmeni^

This chapter establishes the basic principles to be observed in
keeping a navigational watch, covering such matters as watch
arrangements5

fitness for duty,

navigation.navigation equipmennt,

navigation duties and responsibilities,
navigation with pilot on board

C....

the duties of the look out

his presence on board does not

relieve the master or officer incharge of the watch for their
duties

....,) and protection of the marine environment.

Regulation 11/z establishes mandatory minimum requirements for cer
tificating masters and chief mates of ships of 200 gross tons to
1600 gross tons and for ships of 1600 gross tons and more. For that
matter,

candidate must meet the requirements for certification as

an officer in charge of a navigational watch on ships of 200 gross
tons or more and have approved sea-going service in that capacity.

Candidates must also have passed an appropriate examination cove
ring not only navigation aspects and ship handling but also
ship stability, contruction and damage control,

power plants,

cargo

